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AHP – Imagine a ‘fast
acting’ memory solution
that can help you regain
memory, energy, and
focus that you experienced
in your youth.

Then think of how great
it would be to put an end
to those ‘embarrassing
forgetful moments’.

Well there’s no reason
to imagine, a team of
scientists has developed
an amazing ‘fast acting’
memory pill that restores
memory in just days
and reverses age-related
memory loss.

Seniors around the
country are now using this
amazing new ‘fast acting’
memory pill sensation
called Nuvix.

A special free supply
has been made available.
Local readers are eligible
to get an extra free supply
of Nuvix while supplies
last.

Nuvix was developed
exclusively for people who
suffer from age-related
memory problems. And
they’re getting results in a
matter of days after taking
the recommended dosage.

“They’re reclaiming
their independence and
confidence, refusing to let
memory problems, embar-
rassing forgetfulness, and
slow thinking ruin their
daily activities,” said L.P.
Barnes, President of Nolan
Laboratories – the makers
of the new ‘fast acting’
memory pill.

“Nuvix is a new and
exciting breakthrough
for age-related mental
decline,” said Dr. Peter
Grossman. “This is a real
game-changer!”

Secret Revealed on
‘The Dr. Oz Show’

‘The Dr. Oz Show’
recently featured some of
the top memory experts,
doctors, and scientists
from around the world.
They revealed the secret
to reversing age-related
memory loss.

Dr. Oz demonstrated
how age-related memory
loss is caused in the brain
by a little-known memory
destroying ‘brain plaque’
called amyloid.

He referred to these
‘sticky’ memory
destroying brain plaques
as, “Sap on the powerlines
of your brain”! They act
as sap by blocking vital
oxygen and nutrients from
getting into your brain
cells.

By doing so, it causes
your brain cells to die
off. Over time, it can rob
you of your memory, your
ability to think straight,
and other mental abilities.

The exciting new
memory pill called Nuvix
contains a remarkable
active ingredient that was
featured on the show.

According to Dr. Oz,
this remarkable active
ingredient in Nuvix was
shown in clinical research
by top scientists to reverse
age-related memory loss.

Nuvix active ingredient
binds with these toxic

‘brain plaques’ in a unique
way, protecting the brain
cells for restored memory,
focus, and clarity.

Fortunately for people
who suffer from age-
related memory problems
this new solution has
been clinically tested
and proven to protect the
brain against the memory
destroying brain plaques.

It’s also shown to
‘instantly’ supercharge
brain function and reverse
age-related mental decline.

Clinical Results
Show Nuvix Works

in Real time

One of the many
reasons why there is
so much excitement
surrounding Nuvix is
that clinical studies
have shown the active
ingredient in Nuvix
works fast.

One study conducted
showed a remarkable
100% of patients between
the ages of 55 and 80,
dramatically improved
memory and their ability
to remember specific
facts, details, and events.

In another large
study that involved 176
hospitals… and 2,044
patients who had severe
age-related memory
problems. The study
showed that within 28
days, users reported a
dramatic improvement
in both short-term and
long-term memory.

Even more stunning
was the fact that 71%
of them showed no
cognitive decline or
forgetfulness after just
6 months of continued
daily use.

Further clinical trials of
Nuvix active ingredient
show:

• Improves users focus

• Relieves stress and
anxiety

• Better sleep

• Enhances Mood

• Increased energy levels

• Speeds up thinking
and reaction time

• Enhances coordination
and movement

Relieves Stress
and Anxiety

In another exciting
clinical study, Nuvix active
ingredient was shown to
help lower anxiety levels
in patients by about 58
percent.

What’s more, partici-
pants said they didn’t tire
as easily, and enjoyed bet-
ter short-term memory.
Plus, physical symptoms
of stress and anxiety – like

occasional sleeplessness
and irritability – also dis-
appeared.

How Nuvix
Restores Memory

Nuvix is a simple
pill you take once per
day. Once inside your
body it goes to work re-
energizing brain cells that
are essential for restoring
memory.

Nuvix active ingredient
works in a remarkable
process of clearing away
toxic memory destroying
‘brain plaques’ and pre-
venting new formations.

This entire process
clears existing plaques…
prevents the formation
of new plaques… and
promotes the production
of new brain cell
connections for restored
memory.

When all of the possible
benefits of this remarkable
new memory pill are
considered, it’s no wonder
thousands of callers can’t
wait to get their hands on
Nuvix.

What Dr. Peter
Grossman Says
About Nuvix

“Nuvix works wonders
for age-related memory
problems. I would highly
recommend Nuvix for
memory loss and age-
related mental decline.
The studies provided show
dramatic improvement
in memory and thinking
ability. It’s truly an
amazing breakthrough
for memory. It’s easy
to use, convenient,
safe, and effective.” Dr.
Peter Grossman, M.D.
Philadelphia, PA.

How to Get Nuvix

This is the official
nationwide release of
Nuvix in the United States.
And so, the company is
offering a special discount
supply to any person who
calls within the next 48
hours.

An Order Hotline has
been set up for local
readers to call. This gives
everyone an equal chance
to try Nuvix.

Starting at 7:00 AM today,
the discount offer will be
available for 48 hours. All
you have to do is call TOLL
FREE 1-800-334-9446 right
now. Then, provide the
operator with the special
discount approval code:
NX247. The company will
do the rest.

Important: Due to
Nuvix’s recent media
exposure, phone lines are
often busy. If you call and
do not immediately get
through, please be patient
and call back.

Age Related Memory
Problems Disappear!

Celebrity TV Doctor
Reveals Secret to Reversing

Memory Loss
Exclusive for Local Readers; FREE Supply

of Amazing ‘Fast Acting’ Memory Pill
Available for the next 48-hours

Secret to reversing age-related memory loss was recently
demonstrated by Celebrity TV Doctor.


